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Abstract
This research article1 has attempted to explores, investigate and analyses the causes, effects and impacts of the 1985 party-less election held under the Zia’s dictatorial reign. Zia executed Army Law in 1977 and except Bhutto’s party; all other mainstream political parties profoundly lauded the Martial Law and amplified their bolster to the tyranny because they had already faced the dictatorial attitude of Bhutto in the shape of democracy and considered that Zia’s dictatorship would be better than PPP’s previous worse democratic government but within few years only one or two political parties remained with their previous stance and maximum mainstream political parties left the Zia and joined the MRD³ which has been initiated by democratic lovers political parties against the dictatorial rule of Zia. MRD parties launched resistance movement against Zia but it was not so effective and could not get their political objectives. The main issue was their disorganization and disunity and Zia got benefits from their conflicts with his political tactics. To satisfy democratic lovers, President Zia announced the election in 1985 on non-party basis. MRD parties boycotted these elections which gave a chance to ethnic, regional and linguistic-based local political groups to come forward and participate in National Politics. This article searches that how and why MRD failed to get its political objectives during the 1985 elections? What were the motives of President Zia in the 1985 election and how he succeeded in attaining his goals? It further pursues that why General Zia decided to hold the election of National Assembly on a party-less basis? The article further discourses democratic development with a special introduction to the growth of the political system in Pakistan after the election of 1985 and throws light on the different aspects which converted the power of political parties in the favor of Military’s rule. On July 05, 1977, General Zia kept command through forcing Military coup. He immediately took some necessary steps and suspended the constitution of 1973. National Assembly, Senate and all four Provincial Assemblies were also dismissed. Z.A. Bhutto was arrested and sent to the prison. Only Fazal Ellahi Ch. was allowed to proceed as President.² Begam Nusrat Bhutto as Chairperson of PPP filed a writ in Supreme Court and resisted the legitimacy of Military Law.³
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Court declared that the Military coup was legal on the establishment of “Doctrime of Necessity.”

Court reexamined that “the political developments after the elections of 1977 had brought the nation on the brink of collapse” in these circumstances, the constitution did not delicate the arrangement so the Military Rule was lawful and legal. General Zia assured new election and retrieval of democracy within three months and proclaimed that he has lifted all restriction from Judiciary and now courts are independent in their judgments. But afterwards, Zia took the supplication that all political pioneers met with him and they asserted on delaying in coming polls. So he imposed restrictions on all types of political activities and differed the coming polling without announcing the next date of elections.
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Introduction

General Zia misshaped the soul of the suspended constitution by presenting a few basic alterations in it. He was afraid of political parties so he introduced “Provisional Constitutional Order” of 1979 to enforce restrictions on all type of political activities in Pakistan. According to that order, prior permission from election commission was compulsory for any political activity for any political party. That order also bestowed the authority to President that he can impose a ban on any political party. Later that authority was denied by BB (Chairperson PPP) in Supreme Court and Court stated that authority invalid and void in 1988. In 1981, General Zia introduced another Provisional Constitutional Order which produced more strict alterations within the Constitution. According to that PCO, the Article six of the constitution was suspended which made the President more powerful and “the core of authority”.

General Zia and political leadership had contrasts on the nature of the democratic system. He desired to implement Islamic laws and Islamic democracy instead of western type parliamentary system in which the Prime Minister was an authority on all institutes. On the other side, prominent democratic parties were demanding the implementation of Parliamentary System in which Prime Minister was the head of government and President, as head of state just played its symbolic role. Neither Martial Law authorities nor political leaders gave any respect to put the standards of vote based system into action. On December 19, 1984, General Zia has chosen himself as the President for following term through the “Referendum”. Within the survey of the referendum it was inquired from voters that do they underwrite the method of Islamization. “Yes” means that he was supporting Zia and his Islamic policies and selecting him as President of Pakistan. It was a special strategy of decision indeed. that referendum provided the legal protection to General Zia to hold the two portfolios at the same time and Zia gets the benefit of it and remained President and COAS, even after the end of Martial Rule. Political parties and Media severely criticized that referendum.

The opposition political parties planned a unification of democratic mind parties named “Movement for the Restoration of Democracy” to start an agitation movement against the dictatorial rule of Zia. Eleven different political parties
joined that coalition to oppose Zia’s dictatorship.\textsuperscript{14} The first step taken by that alliance against Zia’s policies was the boycott of a presidential referendum held in 1984 by General Zia. On the demand of MRD parties, President Zia forced to declare the elections of National Assembly on February 25, 1985, and voting for four Provincial Assemblies was declared after three days of the national poll, on February 28, 1985. It was decided that these elections would be conducted on a party-less basis under strict conditions on political parties. Election Commission delivered stern order for the eligible contenders. All contenders were exhorted to take part in an election without displaying any political attachment with any political or religious party. The contenders were strictly forbidden to conduct the corner meetings or political gatherings. The usage of any type of loudspeaker or megaphone during political campaign was prohibited.\textsuperscript{15} Political procession, rallies and political march was banned. Candidates were allowed to distribute their manifesto through pamphlets. Big hoarding or picture billboards were also prohibited.

After the announcement of party-less election in 1985, MRD parties like a referendum, again adopted the policy of boycott and decided not to participate in these none-party elections. Before elections MRD called a meeting in Lahore to plan a combine action policy about polls and with a unanimous decision, MRD announced to stay away from these elections. After that meeting, in a news conference they contended that beneath the management of Military Tyrant, the conduct of fair, free, clean and reasonable polls would not be credible. All parties collectively decided that MRD coalition will take part in next future elections and that coalition will remain active till after elections. MRD requested the masses to boycott the election because under the Martial Law administration free and fair election would not be possible.\textsuperscript{16} MRD parties also condemned the military participation in politics and demanded that Martial Law should be lifted before the election.

Despite the demands and boycott of MRD, an election held on time and voters’ participating in election was outstanding.\textsuperscript{17} Voters did not give any importance to boycott call and rush for the polling even a large number of MRD’s political parties members and a few pioneers of PPP also participated in that election individually, without showing their association with their party and violated the party discipline. Later PPP’s and MRD leadership confessed that their announcement of the boycott the election was a bad decision. On that situation Christina Lamb stated in his book that later several PPP leaders confessed that their choice to stay away from the polls was a botch, that boycott fulfill the Zia’s wish and he succeeded in his goal to keep away the PPP’s and MRD political leadership from National politics. Christina Lamb stated that after three years, when Junejo was terminated and a new election was announced in 1988, PPP leadership rushed towards that elections and Benazir Bhutto was the first politician who reports her cooperation in these polls on “whatever basis”\textsuperscript{18} Rasool Bax Raees stated about that situation that in 1985 party-less elections were held and MRD boycotted that election. Several prominent and senior politicians kept themselves away from that election procedure but later they realized their political mistake when they saw themselves out of national politics\textsuperscript{19}. That was the reason that they
took part in bye-elections enthusiastically.\textsuperscript{20} A few other pioneer political leaders too criticized that boycott choice of MRD. They contended that PPP and MRD’s that choice created a vacuum for the political supporter of Zia and they got a chance to enter in national politics. It was a reality that Zia succeeded in his goal but he was still under the political pressure of MRD even he ordered the Governor of NWFP to keep an eye on the activities of PPP leadership because Zia was afraid that MRD and PPP leadership can announce the support for an anti-establishment candidate in the National Assembly which can be challenging for establishment in future political affairs.\textsuperscript{21}  

Zia announced polls on a party-less basis which indicated his deep political observation on the political and democratic system of Pakistan. He knew that after the successful boycott campaign by MRD parties, people rejected the referendum and its results showed that masses are not satisfied with Martial Law’s policies. Now the Zia was afraid that the same turnout in coming elections can weak the writ of Martial Law government so he preferred non-party election on party-based election.\textsuperscript{22} The second key motive for none-party election was that Zia was also afraid with the popularity of PPP in masses. In party base elections there was a chance that Pakistan People’s Party could form her government in Centre with the help of MRD parties, which was not acceptable for Zia on anycast. The third and solid reason for that party-less election was that in non-party elections, regional, territorial, local and divisional level political leaders have a strong chance to get elected. These low-level type leaders were not able to discuss the national issues in Parliament. They were not able to criticize government policies. Their top priority was local issues so it was very easy for Zia’s Military government to control and treat them. While on the other hand, prominent, senior and experienced political leaders and famous political party’s candidates have strong affiliations with their party and party leadership so it was very difficult to convince and control them according to government motivation.\textsuperscript{23}  

In that party-less election, MRD parties boycotted the polling and remained aloof from the political process. Now the sardars, Petharadars, waderaz and Saanen Sarkars (local heads of their regional political parties) got a chance to get elected. Election was going to be held after less than a decade so they participated in that election with full intentions. The result of these elections was so stunning. National Assembly filled with new participants. Most of them were common and ordinary people. A large number of these representatives were consisted of those people who were entering that house first time in their life.\textsuperscript{24} The turn-out of votes in that election was so stunning and dissimilar to referendum results. More than Fifty-Two per cent voters participated in that election and cast their votes.\textsuperscript{25} It was a remarkable turn-out which amazed not only political leadership of MRD but Military establishment itself. PPP chairperson acknowledged it as a success of democracy and declared it a mark of refusal of Zia’s rule and a negation of the policy of Zia’s Islamization by ordinary people.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, President Zia was pleased to see the turnout of the voters in an election. That remarkable turnout was showing that masses were supporting his policies and they have faith in his government.
The elections were free and fair and its results were stunning. More than 1200 contenders took part in that election for the 207 total Muslim seats of Lower House of the Parliament. According to the results, a large number of Zia’s cabinet members and Majlis e Shora lost their seats which showed that masses rejected the old companions of Zia. Public also rejected those candidates who were contesting the election from religious-based political parties even Jamat e Islami which was considered as government party, could not secure sufficient seats and enter in the Parliament with only 06 seats. PPP also boycotted the election but partially. An anger group of affiliated candidates participated in that election in an independent capacity and got elected. Perhaps PPP was the only political party who succeeded to get reasonable seats and her 50 candidate won the seats out of 52 total election contestants on independent capacity.

According to observers, critiques and political analyzers, elections were free, fair and clean and any involvement and meddling of Military authorities or establishment could not be found. It was the reality that Zia and establishment do not need to involve themselves in that election because the main threat for their rule (PPP) already went on boycott so establishment remained neutral and impartial. The defeat of Zia’s cabinet members was also a proof that Zia did not try to affect the election’s result and remained aloof from all election process. Finally, it was the fact that Zia was not interested to bring genuine spirit of democracy in Pakistan; these elections and restoration of democratic system was just a cover to show that Pakistan is a democratic country. The weakest democratic system was the best choice for Military establishment of Zia so all the machinery of the government and establishment remained impartial in that election and International observers could not trace any rigging, engineering or involvement of the establishment during that election.

President Zia Succeeded in his goal but the party-less elections created some complications in the democratic system of Pakistan. According to the researcher and social scientist, these elections left the harmful effects on that’s National Assembly as well as on future politics of Pakistan. They argued that after the ban on political activities and announcement of party-less election main political, religious parties and prominent political leaders boycotted the election under the umbrella of MRD which gave a chance to regional and local level politicians to take part in national-level politics. According to Chandio, “these elections contested basically on personal relations. Election candidates used their relations to mobilize and convincing the voters. Candidates used their personal religious, brotherly, ethnic and cast relations to convince the ordinary voters to come on polling stations and support them. It increased the voting turnout.” But unfortunately, these elections enabled the linguistic-based regional and ethnic political groups to get access to the national politics and several small political groups like Pushton Federation, PPI, Jiyay Sindh and MQM were empowered and later these groups played an important role in the national politics of Pakistan. BB the Chairperson of PPP commented that the party-less elections transcended ethnic and regional boundaries. Tahir quoted that “Opportunist local holders principally the landowning rural class emerged victorious in the elections and the
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regime was more than happy to make them a junior partner in the power game both at the centre and in the provinces.”

On March 02, 1985, Zia issued an Ordinance named “Revival of the Constitution of 1973 Order,” afore to the first meeting of National Assembly. That Ordinance made critical extractions from its unique grounds and ideas. Through that Ordinance about 65 Articles of the real constitution were revised. After proclamation of this Ordinance; all administering powers were moved to President. Now Prime Minister, the actual head of the Parliament was downsized to a subservient and subordinate position. President Zia pronounced it an adjustment of power and control between President and Prime Minister. He contended that these powers were given to President in 1973 structure in a humiliating way. He claimed that he would utilize these newly bestowed powers when Prime Minister, National Assembly and Cabinet will lose the confidence of masses.

On March 20, 1985, the first session of newly elected National Assembly was held under the command of Chief Executive. Zia as President, first time exercised his newly bestowed powers and nominated M. K. Junejo as Prime Minister of Pakistan; who was a senior politician from Sindh. To run the Parliament, and initiate Parliamentary democracy, Junejo shaped a group of MNA and formed a new political party named “Muslim League Parliamentary Party” (MLPP). That step of Junejo started Parliamentary politics in National Assembly because the MNA’s joined MLPP became government party and those who did not join automatically became an opposition party. Surprisingly, Zia did not oppose Junejo’s that act and kept calm on all that political procedure. Later the newly created Electoral College selected the Senate’s members.

In October 1985, the new Ordinance presented in Lower House of Parliament to make it a part of Constitution. The House passed that alteration with the full mandate and bestowed the President different powerful authorities. Now after the approval of 8th amendment, President can nominate the leader of the Lower house, COAS, Judges of Supreme and High Courts and other high profile officers. Now President has the full authority on all institutes even he can dismiss Federal government without counselling PM and can terminate Parliament too. Now after that modification, President can ask the PM to take a fresh vote of confidence from Parliament. PM was also bound to promulgate the Ordinances which were issued by President time by time. In that Ordinance total strength of Lower House was expanded and extended from 200 members to 207 members. Now President was not only the Head of State but the head of government too. The foremost vital portion of RCO was related to the Martial Law regime’s orders which General Zia issued after forcing Military Law. The newly elected Parliament supported and repaid all decisions of the Military Courts, laws, previous Ordinances issued by Zia as President, confirmation of referendum, Military law’s directions, and all previous orders of Martial Laws which were issued between July 05, 1977, to September 13, 1985. After the modification President become the most effective, authoritative and Powerful individual and Zia set up a “National Security Council” consisting on 11 members to bargain the issues of National Security. The
individuals of that National Security Council were designated by President Zia himself. In the result of that 8th modification, a “quasi-parliamentary” shape of government has come into being.

Conclusion

The Election 1985 of Pakistan was devised to deprive the political parties from coming into power and control the political system and democracy by the Establishment. In 1985, the elections were held after 8 years of the dictatorial period under the dictatorship of Zia and some democratic lovers gave all the credit to MRD parties that their protest and resistance movement forced Zia to conduct the election. It may be partially right but the real picture was that Zia longed to show the international community a democratic picture of Pakistan. He was longed to hide his Martial Law rule under a democratic cover. He never affords to impose real democracy in Pakistan because the real and original democratic system could become a threat for his own tyranny rule; so he decided to conduct the election on the party-less basis and imposed such a strict and severe restrictions on political activities which could not be bearable for any political party; so according to his expectations, MRD went to boycott and her action left the political arena of Pakistan open for second and third leadership of political parties which was consisted on local, regional and ethnic type leaders. Throughout the ruling period, Zia tried to remain to stay away from direct involvement in political activities. He imposed restrictions on political parties and allowed only those small groups of political parties for their political activities which reinforced his rule. Pakistan Muslim League (Pagara) and jamaat-i-Islami along with other minor religious-based political parties were allowed to take part in all political activities. But in these elections, these political groups could not succeed and lost their seats. Besides these minor political groups, several members of Majlis e Shora and few cabinet members of Zia’s cabinet also lost their seats. That showed the impartiality of government in elections. President Zia did not need to manipulate the elections because after the boycott of MRD there was no chance that regional and ethnic-based newly elected split groups could procedure a strong opposition.

As was expected and devised in the party-less elections, Zia created a political class with a different political approach which helped him justified his military coup and actions taken thensforth. After elections, the National Assembly filled with un-experienced, local based and party less new entrants. These newly elected members have no previous political experience even they have no any political vision or any political agenda. Without any manifesto or plan, how can they prepare National Policies or they can pass the legislative bills. These untrained politicians were a blessing for the dictatorial period of President Zia. He used their disabilities and presented the 8th amendment bill in the Parliament which was approved by the house without any delay. No strong voice arose in the favor of any change, modification or alteration in that amendment bill. It was such a democracy which Zia wanted and he succeeded in his goals. But Muhammad Khan Junejo forced Zia to restore democracy and let the political parties work for the betterment of state and society.
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